Abstract
Introduction
Clustering is an important technique in Data Mining, and it is commonly used to distinguish different types of data. With the continuous progress of the information technology, the collection of data has become easier and easier, the dimension of data is higher and higher, and the attribute of data is no longer a single digital model. Now, the clustering of highdimensional mixed-attribute data has become an important research direction of Data Mining [1] , as a result, the traditional clustering algorithm used in these data is often unable to obtain good results.
K-prototypes algorithm, represented by Huang [2] [3] , solves the clustering problem of mixed customer data. However, KP is essentially based on the alternative iterative climbing algorithm. This algorithm contains some short comings [4] : the algorithm is terminated with local optimal solution. Clustering result of the algorithm is impacted by initial clustering center. To solve these shortcomings, GA-KP algorithm is represented in this paper. This algorithm use GA to search the initial clustering center needed by KP algorithm, optimize the chromosome with KP algorithm and avoid premature convergence.
KP Algorithm Description and its

Improvement
KP algorithm simple description
Definition 1 Data table T is a set X of clusterwaiting objects X={x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x m }, which are described by n attributes A 1 ,A 2 …A n , X i is (x i1 ,…,x in ). These n attributes are divided into 2 categories of number and symbol, given the number of the former category is p, and the number of later is n-p. The range of A j is DOM(A j ), for 1≤j≤p ， DOM （ A j ） =[0 ， 1]; for P+1≤j≤n，DOM（A j ）={1，2，3，…,n j }, where n j = -DOM（A j ）-is the number of symbol value of A i . Definition 2 [3] Let X is the cluster-waiting objects in definition 1, KP divides X into K categories, and minimizes the target cost function, which is indicated in equation (1) .
Where K（K≤m）is a known numbers of target clusters. Z is a matrix of the cluster center;
indicates the distance function between Z k and X i . Definition 3 [3] Let u, v are two objects of X or Z. Distance between them can be defined as: （2）
Among (2), de(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between u and v, and do（u，v） is the overlap 
 is a weighting factor to balance the different attributes. Definition 1 described the data objects in database formally. Definition 2 described the problem of Kprototypes algorithm as a problem of mathematical planning. Definition 3 gave the algorithm of distance among the mixed data objects.
GA-KP Clustering algorithm design
Initial parameters are selected based on certain experience criterion when using KP algorithm. But when the data is very huge and the data dimension is high, it is very difficult to set rational initial parameter, which causes the difficulty of KP algorithm usage. However, the search process of genetic algorithm is started from a set of initial points, which not only has a large scale rapid global search capability, but also the convergence speed is very fast. The initial clustering center can be found rapidly, but genetic algorithm also has shortcomings of premature convergence and poor performance. Therefore, a clustering algorithm is used in this paper. This algorithm uses a genetic algorithm to search initial clustering center for KP algorithm and optimize the chromosome in order to avoid convergence early.
Due to the knowledge representation, general genetic algorithm is not suitable to deal with large database, but the problem can be solved by improve the algorithm. The result of compose problem is represented by clustering center. In another words, a clustering center vector can be represented as a gene. All the clustering centers constitute chromosome. 
In this encoder solution, Y= （S 1 S 2 …Si …S k ）（ 1≤i≤K）is used to constitute the cluster center matrix defined by equation (1) . S i is q 1 ≤q≤N means that 2 samples are the category center of the category.
The evolution process of genetic algorithm is based on the encoder of chromosome. Encoder has an important impact on the search capability, which solves the convergence with KP algorithm. Meanwhile, because the number of clustering center is smaller than data vector, it can reduce the analysis work. It is suitable to large sample space search and its local search capability is very high. It is not easy to generate local extremum and the convergence speed is fast, which improves efficiency of genetic algorithm.
Fitness function and genetic operator operation In order to reduce the algorithm computation work, fitness function is defined as J=1/F, F is the objective function defined in (1) . The smaller the value of F is, the higher its fitness is. Genetic operator operation contains selection, crossover and mutation process 1) Selection Rule According to the fitness function selected above, it is selected with roulette strategy. In order to avoid destruction from crossover or mutation operation, the optimal individual saving policy is adopted. That is recording the optimal individual of every generation, which is used to substitute the worst. That will not only improve the average fitness continuously, but also ensure to reduce the fitness of the optimal individual [5] .
2) Crossover operator Adopting the sequence crossover method raised by Davis [6] .
3) Mutation operator Mutation rule is adopting reverse mutation method [7] . By impact from this mutation operator, efficiency of this generation solution is improved, which improves the efficiency of whole group and reduces the computation time.
For example, Ybefore = a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 , Assumption facture happens between a 3 and a 5 , Fracture fragment a 3 a 4 a 5 were reversed and then inserted into fractured chromosome again: Yaftere = a 1 a 2 a 5 a 4 a 3 a 6 . It's more important that only when the fitness was improved the reversion is valid, otherwise invalid.
4）Optimizing the chromosome with KP Premature convergence and poor convergence efficiency often appear in practical application. Hence, optimizing the chromosome with KP is taken after every generation executes the genetic operation. Only the optimized group can enter next evolution. It can contribute the local search capability of mixed algorithm and improve the speed of convergence. The concrete optimization method as follows:
According to clustering center encoder value of every chromosome, calculate new classification matrix.
Calculate new clustering center matrix Z and encode it to new chromosome.
Recalculate fitness function value and find the worst individual, substitute it with the optimal individual in parent.
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Consider the new chromosome generated above as new generation population and begin next genetic operation. 
Description of GA-KP clustering algorithm
Because genetic algorithm is not related with special knowledge in problem area, the solving process with genetic algorithm is same as KP. Figure 1 is the algorithm flowchart of GA-KP.
Application
Customers are important strategic resources for enterprise. An effective customer relationship management is based on customer segmentation. Customer clustering is the main way to implement customer segmentation. Hence, customer segmentation method is determined by discussing with the policymakers of an automobile limited company in Sichuan China. The data properties include customers' age, sex, marital status, occupational groups, education level, place of residence, etc. Customer data of this enterprise between the years 2006 and 2009 is used in this paper. Table 1 shows the result of customer segmentation.
The result of clustering shows that customers of the first two kinds of vehicles occupy 77.87% of all the customers of the company, and their expenditure occupies 74.98%. They are the mainstay of the development of the company.
Therefore, the corresponding vehicle-model should be the most important product to research. The customers of the third kind are of the high-grade vehicles. However, they occupy only 10.36% of the total clients, but their expenditure occupies 14.05%, which is greater than that of the other kinds. Salesperson should pay attention to it. The customers who are in lower financial condition prefer the fourth and fifth kinds of products. So they would be popular in "Car Subsidy Program for Rural Areas". The consuming behavior of each kind of customers has its own characteristic. Therefore, specific marketing strategies should be made by the salesperson so that the efficiency can be improved and the marketing cost can be reduced.
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Conclusion
The improved KP algorithm represented in this paper is based on genetic knowledge. It avoids the local optimum of KP algorithm and achieved very good clustering results. However, how to reduce the memory cost and improve the operation efficiency are the problems we need to pay more attention next.
